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 to with reluctance. The Order in Council of November 11,
 1807, was less stringent than is here represented (p. 44).
 Dr. Melvin has presented the first careful study, based on
 documents, respecting the Emperor's efforts late in 1807 to
 stimulate commerce with the French and Spanish colonies, also
 privately to relax his maritime decrees by means of licences.
 As against some earlier writers on the latter topic, Dr. Melvin
 proves that Napoleon adopted the licence system not earlier
 than March 1809, probably owing to the success attending the
 British licence system, and certainly with a desire to stimulate
 the flagging export trade of France. Petitions of Brittany corn-
 growers are here alleged as a probable cause of its adoption.
 A second licence system was put in force in July 1810, con-
 currently with measures for the extension and tightening-up of
 the Continental System, and in January 1812 was merged in a
 third experiment, termed le grand Systerme, which, along with
 the Continental System, was doomed by the results of the Moscow
 campaign. Dr. Melvin dwells on the irony of the situation in
 mid-June 1812, when the British Government made a humiliating
 surrender of the Orders in Council, too late to avert the American
 declaration of war, and when Napoleon was preparing to cross
 the Niemen mainly in order to re-impose his fiscal experiment on
 Russia. One of the contentions of this interesting thesis is that
 the Napoleonic Empire was doomed apart from the Continental
 System. That may be; but the latter so thoroughly permeated
 the Emperor's policy as to decide its future; and the oppressive
 and unsound features of that policy told heavily against him in
 1812-13. I may add that the hasty abrogation of the British
 Orders in Council was probably brought about by the desire to
 propitiate, not only the United States, but also Russia and
 Sweden, with whom important negotiations were pending. Dr.
 Melvin's monograph is supplemented by an excellent bibliography
 and index.
 J. HOLLAND RosE
 Industrial Problems and Disputes, by LORD ASKWTIT. (London:
 John Murray, 1920. Pp. x + 494. 8vo.) Price 21s. net.
 THis book was bound to be autobiographical. Of its content
 Lord Askwith himself fills, of necessity, without undue egotism,
 a " great part "; and it is a creditable record of a strenuous life.
 Naturally, if not quite exactly, styled the " famous arbitrator "
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 by the neutral " Punch " in a " skit on strike news " reporting
 dire confusion following the " downing " of " his tools," and
 complimentarily described as " the most dangerous man in the
 country," whose " diplomacy " " worse than war " was fearfully
 admitted by an interested partisan, Mr. Ben Tillett, to rank
 with "genius," he had borne a foremost role in the dramatic
 scenes recalled in many of its forty-two chapters. " Facts " are
 there narrated within the personal " knowledge " of the most con-
 spicuous " peacemaker " in industrial conflict of our time. He
 gained, indeed, the hearty thanks of tough disputants by tactful
 settlement of their quarrels; and we are appropriately reminded
 of the joint gift handed to him by spokesmen both of Scotch
 coal-owners and of Scotch coal-miners in the handsome shape of
 a silver porringer for his infant daughter, whose christening his
 work as their conciliator had compelled him to forgo. When
 our author told this story to Sir Henry James, that practitioner
 in industrial arbitrament " curtly remarked, with a gulp in his
 throat," "That is a good thing for a man to hear, and for men
 to do." Lord Askwith, listening to welcome acknowledgments
 of this sort through his official career, reached supreme repute
 for the grateful task of " industrial peace," and the area over
 which his great skill was shown was as large as it was diversified.
 He, if any one, was fitted therefore to explore the science and
 display the art of preventing or adjusting strife between employers
 and employed; and in the narrative unfolded in this book he
 has drawn on the abundant stores of rich experience.
 What, we ask, could be more discerning and enlightening,
 at once more witty and more wise, than this realistic " general-
 isation? " " On the assumption," he observes, " that a settle-
 ment must be effected, say at twelve o'clock, with the alternative
 of a fight, generally perfectly useless, Scotland will settle at five
 minutes before the hour, and make quite sure; Lancashire will
 settle one minute before that hour; Yorkshire will debate so
 long that they may by inadvertence pass the hour and have
 trouble; Wales will take no note of the hour and sometimes
 settle and sometimes not; and Ireland say that the clock is
 wrong and that if it is right they will settle or not without any
 regard to it." " Personally," he adds, with dry, disarming
 humour, " I prefer the Scottish method." Or again, to quote
 from another page, could the qualifications of a conciliator be
 expressed more aptly or pithily than in this comparison made
 with those of an arbitrator? Lord Askwith, it should be noted,
 like most other experts on the subject, prefers conciliation, or
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 at least mediation, to arbitration. The arbitrator, he remarks,
 is in a " very different position " from that of the conciliator.
 " He sits as a judge, and as a rule the less he says the better,
 provided that the questions and issues debated before him are
 clear to him. If he pleads judicial ignorance and asks foolish
 questions . . . he is done. If he does not understand it is nearly
 certain that before the arguments are finished, trade terms, trade
 issues, the exact difficulties, will be clearly elucidated." " A
 conciliator has to go through the same process, but he must be
 far more quick at getting at the . . . kernel of the dispute, and
 concentrating upon that, with a view to seeing how it can be
 dealt with. If the parties crystallise in hopeless opposition, a
 settlement is doubtful. . . . In conciliation the main point is to
 get the parties together and to keep them together and . . . this
 . . . requires patience as the first, second and third qualification,
 and, in a minor degree, tact, judgment of men, ingenuity, courtesy,
 power of interpretation of the wishes of the parties, and an utter
 absence of exhibitions of partisan feeling. Irony, invective, or
 eloquence are unwise weapons to use. They are liable to be
 misunderstood. Anger on rare, but only very rare, occasions
 may be justifiable. Its strength lies in unexpectedness. Emotion
 is out of place; imagination must be sternly curbed. . . . The
 whole picture must be before the conciliator, but he must be very
 quick in judging the salient features and continuously keeping
 those . . . before his mind, even if many irrelevant matters are
 introduced. The more experience he has . . . the greater will
 be the influence of common sense, or brain power . . . or
 magnetism, as some people allege . . . directed to one object
 which, initially perhaps, nobody else in the meeting may desire
 or contemplate. That object is peace, and, as far as possible, a
 durable peace." There, clearly expressed and vividly portrayed,
 is the complete ideal of the industrial peacemaker.
 We have given these two passages at length, as they furnish
 clear reason for the huge success of their author in actual work
 accomplished; and that work is placed on permanent record in
 this book, which should be, accordingly, a " manual " for all who
 would understand, appreciate, and follow his example. With
 the brilliant light thus shed, we are not surprised to read in
 another instructive chapter on " industrial agreements " that "c as
 regards personal experience" Lord Askwith "can only recall
 a few instances " where his " awards have not been carried out,
 and few instances where agreements effected or drafted " by him
 " have been broken." " Industrial agreements," he pertinently
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 says, " are not always worded with great clearness or legal
 precision "; and " allegations of breach" "are very often due
 either to misinterpretation or to misunderstandings." His book
 testifies indeed, very opportunely, to the genuine and the lasting
 worth of the pacific methods which are its chief theme, although
 we should not forget that, as here described, they were handled
 by an operator of rare deftness, and perhaps extraordinary, if
 deserved, good luck.
 The illuminating tale, thus set forth, of outstanding events
 in this connection between 1896 and 1914 is prefaced by some
 shrewd remarks on education, and on industrial training, or its
 lack. The story is also subsequently broken by review and
 criticism, no less keen and pungent, and equally discriminating,
 of such burning topics as labour exchanges, which are mistrusted,
 and trade boards, which are approved, by him, and " ca-canny,"
 unemployment, and socialism in its three phases, which he dis-
 tinguishes, of Marxism, Syndicalism and Guild Socialism. The
 arresting record of the abnormal era of the war, checkered as it
 was by heartening incident and by baffling, tangled problem in
 industrial relations, is then finally approached. But, in spite
 of apparent discursiveness in some directions, a connecting
 unity underlies the whole discussion and binds the reasoning
 together.
 On the one hand Lord Askwith hints with cogency that the late
 " unrest " admittedly prevailing may be traced to an unnoticed,
 unsuspected cause. He dexterously brings it from its hiding-
 place. There is an obvious strong contrast, as he urges, between
 the zeal shown by the teachers of a boy in the elementary school
 he has been attending, and possibly also by his parents in his
 home, in developing his brains, and kindling or fanning the
 stimulating notion that progress and advancement will be feasible
 or even easy for him, and the deadening, limited, ungrateful
 drudgery with which he is next faced, of learning in the factory,
 or the workshop, no more than a single, monotonously repeated,
 process, or, it may be, a part only of one process, for an employer,
 whose metier it is to make the best use of specialised profici-
 ency alone. This contrast may bring utter disillusionment to
 ardent and high-spirited youth. It may beget a jealous defence
 of vested interest in obstructive rules or conservative restrictions,
 or confirm a tight attachment to established rules or obsolescent
 methods, or it may prompt the hasty, ill-considered search for
 some outlet for cabined energy and dammed ambition. That
 may be discovered in trade-union leadership which, by a natural
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 consequence, regards " masters," with tacit suspicion or frank
 hostility, as necessary enemies. The "cold entity " moreover,
 as Lord Askwith justly calls it, of a "joint stock company, or
 a huge combine," does not lead to mutual interest, by the channel
 of acquaintance or of friendship, between the employers and the
 workmen. "The business " of the former, he emphatically
 repeats, is "not training but production "; and antagonism to
 the whole system often possesses embittered lads placed in such
 conditions. " Industrial education " and " changed method in
 the workshop handling of labour " are the remedies demanded;
 and careers for English youths should, in his opinion, be chosen
 with more care and less haphazard than they are now. Some
 instructive charts are drawn up with this object in view, and
 such is Lord Askwith's pertinent introduction to the treatment
 of " industrial disputes." It is, we think, an " eye-opener."
 On the other hand, the important side-" problems " discussed
 afterwards are also linked naturally to the main subject of the
 book in its later historv. The shock of the great war, and the
 rally of the nation together, temporarily at least, produced by
 the overpowering emergency of a grim struggle for existence,
 stayed the advance, but did not, it would now seem, remove
 the poisonous influence, of malignant malaise or dangerous
 disease at work before, setting " masters " and " men" at
 variance, and ranging the " haves " and the " have-nots" in
 opposing camps to be involved in internecine strife. Unhealthy
 symptoms of class warfare have, after an interval of whole-
 some respite, reappeared. They are the outcome of a long
 history. Lord Askwith, it should be noted, urges strongly that
 labour exchanges have, in fact, been a disintegrating force,
 emphasising the distinction between classes; and he similarly
 contends that, in contrast to such perverting policy, the cost of
 maintenance of the unemployed should be properly regarded as
 a charge upon every industry, for which the employers therein
 ought to feel, and to be held, primarily responsible. His state-
 ment and his criticism of Marxism, Syndicalism and Guild
 Socialism, which in their turn are manifestations of " unrest,"
 are both terse and plain. His comments on the unpleasant
 experiences, mingled with the encouraging happenings, of the
 war period are, too, decisively expressed.
 The grave mischief wrought by the overlapping acts of the
 many new departments, dealing separately with wage-claims
 and making wage-arrangements of their own without mutual
 consultation, is exposed; and we have seen elsewhere no more
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 damning verdict on the ramifying evil consequences of the
 notorious " stroke " by Mr. Churchill " off his own bat " of the
 "; 121 per cent. advance," causing as it did a large addition to
 national expenditure that might have been avoided, and bring-
 ing the reverse of contentment in the Labour Market. To
 his credit, too, it may be observed that Lord Askwith at the
 very beginning of the war saw the vital need of willing co-opera-
 tion of the rank and file of the workers over and above invoking
 the advice and getting the help and influence of their leaders.
 At an early stage, in a report which was not published, he also
 recommended as one indispensable means to that end the sup-
 pression of all profits on the supply of munitions. His wise
 policy and apt schemes were deflected, or were superseded, by
 independent ministerial action. Yet it would not, we think, be
 easy to quarrel with his reasoned argument on the disadvantage
 of the intervention of cabinet ministers in industrial disputes.
 That intrusion, to be deprecated, he maintains, in time of peace
 as tending to arouse, naturally, suspicion of political motive and
 personal ambition, running athwart consideration of strict justice
 or exact balancing of economic expediency, was aggravated
 between 1914 and 1919 through the final appeal usually carried
 to the Prime Minister as a deus ex machina ready to descend upon
 the stage of action. The conduct, indeed, of Mr. Lloyd George
 in 1915 in yielding to the demands of the Welsh miners Lord
 Askwith regards as the initial link of an extended chain of evil
 policy, of which the opportunism still unfortunately exhibited
 towards the proposals of nationalisation after the armistice was
 an end, or perhaps a fresh beginning, no less to be regretted.
 Before the war it seems Mr. Asquith had on one occasion taken
 strongly a more laudable attitude about ministerial interven-
 tion in industrial disputes; and Mr. Buxton's language and
 behaviour at the Board of Trade had been, in the opinion of our
 author, exemplary.
 But the candour of his outspoken censure of Mr. Lloyd George
 is paralleled by earlier frankness on other matters. Lord
 Askwith-and we admire his bold independence, swayed neither
 by fear nor favour-praises Mr. Richard Bell and blames Mr.
 Robert Smiuie with the same detachment as that with which
 he condemns the want of leadership among the railway directors
 and the colliery proprietors, and the lack of a settled labour
 policy, framed and considered a sufficient time beforehand, by
 the Government. Our confidence in his sane and balanced judg-
 ment is enhanced by this stern impartiality, as our attention to
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 his narrative is sustained by the lighter touches with which he
 contrives to relieve, as occasion offers, its usual sombre gravity.
 Of this we may quote one instance supplied by the Belfast riots
 of 1907. There it was found that the carters out on strike had
 not in fact formed any clear idea of their aims, and Mr. Larkin's
 aid was sought and got adroitly by our author to provide that
 needed step to a settlement of the dispute. With such effect
 indeed was this done that the fiery agitator lectured his supporters
 on their differences with more severity than an employer would
 have dared to use, and, with something tangible and definite
 to deal with, peace was soon conceded by the other side. The
 situation, humorously described by Lord Askwith, was typically
 " Irish "; and yet it also illustrates the general character of the
 methods of procedure he was wont to follow. They commend
 themselves by their obvious appropriateness to the end in view
 as well as by passing the decisive final test of indisputable
 success.
 What Lord Askwith tried, as conciliator, to achieve through-
 out, was, as he expressively declared, to get " at the heart of the
 difficulty" in each case; and, for this object, it was of course
 necessary to secure that either party to a dispute should first
 conceive and state, clearly and succinctly, what was wanted.
 The mediator was then enabled to narrow down the real issue,
 and he would patiently endeavour to bring the quarrellers nearer
 together, until in most, if not all, instances, the reduced final
 difference remaining could be bridged or removed. No pains
 were too great to secure peace, and, " if possible," a " durable
 peace ".; and, in such examples as his Music Hall Variety award,
 the careful detailed settlement he had made became, with slight
 alterations afterwards, an abiding pact. For somewhat similar
 reasons of definite preliminary declaration of the grounds of
 difference, in one of the best of his chapters he highly commends
 that public official " inquiry and report " which is stipulated
 as a prelude, though not as a final alternative, to a strike or
 lock-out in quarrels affecting services of " public utility " by
 the Lemieux Act in Canada. The choice, however, for special
 praise of particular sections in a book where all, we feel, is of
 such high quality, is not welcome; and we would now end this
 notice by an emphatic repetition of our sincere gratitude to its
 author for bright light freshly shed on a region of investigation
 second to none in present practical importance. We may perhaps
 venture here to reaffirm our own original interest in the past
 in such inquiry; and we have read Industrial Problems and
 No. 123.-VOL. XXXI. DD
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 Disputes with increasing admiration for the fine workmanship
 of Lord Askwith, both as " peacemaker " and as expositor.
 His authoritative account, we are certain, is a shining beacon
 for safe guidance for the future.
 L. L. PRICE
 The Early English Cotton Industry, by GEORGE W. DANIELS, M.A.,
 with an Introductory Chapter by GEORGE UNwIN, M.A.,
 and some unpublished Letters of SAMUEL CROMPTON. (Man-
 chester: The University Press, 1920. Pp. xxxi + 214.
 Small 8vo.) Price 8s. 6d. net.
 WITH this " praegustatio," as this clear, bright little essay
 may fittingly be called, Mr. Daniels whets our appetite for further
 outcome of the " discovery" of what Professor Unwin describes
 and, we can believQ from the sample offered to us, without
 undue extravagance-as cc probably a unique set of economic
 documents." In the " upper storey," he writes, of a mill at
 Ancoats have been found, and placed at the disposal of the
 University of Manchester for research, the " day-books, cash-
 books, ledgers, and letter-books " of a typical business for the
 eventful period between 1795 and 1835, with the " whole corre-
 spondence," "; invoices " and " receipts " of the firm "neatly
 endorsed and packed year by year into tin boxes." This "entire
 record of a great industrial and commercial enterprise during
 the forty years of its most rapid expansion " has furnished the
 material for " reconsideration " of the history of the early
 English cotton industry. It is attempted in six chapters,
 dealing first with the " development " and " organisation " of
 a Cc cotton manufacture,'" and then with the C; coming of
 machinery," from Kay with his flying shuttle to the outstanding
 figure of Arkwright, whose turn for successful business could
 not be disputed, whatever may have been the rights and wrongs
 of his full title, compared with that of others, to inventive genius.
 The tortuous tale of the " opposition to the patents," which is
 next disentangled, is followed by an account of the introduction
 of the " mule," and the opening, in consequence of its possibilities,
 of a new stage in the growth of the industry; and the affairs of
 Samuel Crompton, the inventor of that fresh machine, appro-
 priately named, are, lastly, set forth with the aid of hitherto
 "unpublished " letters.
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